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INTRODUCTION 
A matrix A is totally nonnegative (totally positive) if all minors of 
all orders are nonnegative (positive). The statement that a matrix A is 
oscillatory means that A is totally nonnegative, and there is a positive 
integer ~3 such that AP is totally positive. 
The definitions and basic structure of these matrices were given by 
Gantmacher and Krein in [5], and their work was later expanded in [4]. 
The following two results [5] will be useful in our work. 
THEORB~I A. Suppose A is a totally nonnegative matrix. Then A is 
oscillatory if and only if aij > 0 for ji - jl < 1 and det(A) > 0, where 
det(A) denotes the determinant of A. 
We call Theorem A the criterion of Gantmacher. 
THEOREM B. For any 2 x 2 Partitioning of the n x n totally non- 
negative matrix A, as 
where A,, is square of order ~5 (1 < p < n), we have det(A) < det(A,,) - 
dWL,). 
The conditions for equality are given in [5, p. 4501. It is true that 
if A is oscillatory then strict inequality holds above and 
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det(A) < naii. 
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(1) 
We shall call the bound of (1) the Gantmac/aer-Krein bound. 
In Section 1 we derive a monotonic form for an oscillatory matrix 
which is employed in Section 3 to derive determinantal bounds which 
improve (1). Matrices of type D are investigated in Section 2; these 
matrices play an important role in later sections concerning determinantal 
bounds. A special compound matrix is used in Section 4 to determine 
bounds. Finally, in Section 5, we obtain some results concerning oscillatory 
matrices and matrices of class P [2]. 
1. A MONOTONIC FORM FOR AN OSCILLATORY MATRIX 
First we derive an equivalent form, which we call a monotonic form C, 
for an oscillatory matrix such that the rows and columns of C satisfy a 
monotonicity condition. 
THEOREM 1.1. Sa$pose A is an oscillatory matrix of order n. Then 
A can be transformed by additive and. multiplicative operations into an 
oscillatory matrix C such that 
11 . ..l 
1 
C= c I1 : cn-1 1 
where C,_, is a positive, oscillatory ma&ix of order n - I. Furthermore, 
the elements of each column of C form a nondecreasing sequence of numbers 
reading from the top of the coluwtn to the bottom, and the elements of each 
row form a nondecreasing sequence from left to right. 
Before we prove Theorem 1.1, we state three lemmas. Our first lemma 
demonstrates that, if any element above the superdiagonal of an oscillatory 
matrix is zero, the block above and to the right of the element in a parti- 
tioning of A consists of zeros. A similar statement holds for a zero element 
below the subdiagonal. 
If A is a matrix of order n, then A(i,, i,, . . . , i,lj,, jZ, . . . , jJ is the 
minor of A contained in rows i,, i,, . . . , i, (1 < i, < i, < * * * < i, < n) 
and columns jr, jZ, . ..,jle (l<j,<j,<***<j,<n). 
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LEMMA 1.1. Suppose A is an oscillatory matrix of order n. 
(i) If aij = 0 for some j > i + 1, then a,, = 0 for p = 1, 2, . . ., i 
andq=j,j+l,..., ?a. 
(ii) Ifa,j=Oforsomej<i-_,thena,,=OfOrp=i,i+l,...,~Z 
and q=l,2 ,..., i. 
Proof. First we show that, if nij = 0 for some j > i + 1, then 
a,, = azj = . * * = ai_r,j = 0. Since A is totally nonnegative matrix, 
we have A(kilij) > 0 for k = 1, 2, . . ., i - 1. Now A(kilij) = - aiiakj. 
Since aii > 0 and alij > 0, it is necessary that akj = 0 for k = 1, 2, . . ., 
i - 1. Also, A(i, iii, j + k) = -- ajjai,j+k > 0 implies a,,j+,c = 0 for 
k = 1, 2, . . . , n - i. Combining the two results above, the proof of (1) 
is complete. The proof of (2) follows in a similar manner. 
COROLLARY 1.1. If A is an oscillatory matrix such that alnan > 0, 
thert A is a positive matrix. 
Proof. The proof is immediate from Lemma 1 .l. 
The next two lemmas demonstrate that the oscillatory property of a 
matrix remains invariant under certain multiplicative and additive 
transformations. 
Lemma 1.2 is stated in [5, p. 4721. 
LEMMA 1.2. Su$$ose A is an oscillatory matrix of order n, and su@ose 
c is a positive number. Let B be the matrix obtained from A by multiplying 
any YOU (cohmn) by c. Then B is an oscillatory matrix. 
LEMMA 1.3. Su$$ose A is an oscillatory matrix of order n and c is a 
positive number. Let B denote the matrix obtained from A by adding c times 
any row (column) to an adjacent IOW (column). Then B is an oscillatory 
matrix. 
Proof. Suppose B is the matrix obtained from A by adding c times 
row i to row i + 1. Let B, be a minor of order p of B. Since the only 
minors of B which differ from the corresponding minors of A are those 
which contain elements from row i + 1 and not from row i, it is sufficient 
to consider this special case. But, since the i + 1st row is in the ith 
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position, then B, is the sum of a minor from A containing row i + 1 
and c times a minor from A containing row i. Hence B, >, 0 and B 
is totally nonnegative. Now det(B) = det(A) > 0, and bii > 0 for 
Ii - jl < 1. H ence B is oscillatory by Theorem A. The proof follows 
in a similar manner if B is obtained from A by adding c times row i to 
row i - 1. 
We return to the proof of Theorem 1.1. If al,p+l = 0 for some 4 + 1, 
then by Lemma 1.1 we have al,a+2 = * * . = ai, = 0. Similarly, if 
a 9+1.1 - - 0 for some $ + 1, then a9+2,1 = *. . = a,r = 0. If alaa,l # 0, 
the remaining elements of the first row and first column are positive 
numbers. For each h such that alk # 0, we multiply the hth column 
of A by l/a,,. The oscillatory property of A is invariant under this 
multiplicative transformation by Lemma 1.2. Similar operations are 
performed on those rows for which a,i # 0 (1 < m < $). The transformed 
matrix B is oscillatory and has 1 in the (1, i) and (i, 1) positions for 
1 < i < 4 and 1 < j < p and 0 elsewhere in the first row and first column. 
In B, we add row p to row $ + 1, and this yields an oscillatory matrix 
B, by Lemma 1.3. We continue in this manner until we obtain an oscillatory 
matrix D such that each element of the first column is equal to 1. We 
follow a similar procedure in regard to the columns of D. After n - 4 
steps we obtain a matrix C as in the statement of the theorem. 
Consider the elements of the jth column of C = (cij) where 1 < j < N. 
WehaveC(i,i+ljl,j)=~~+,,~-cci,i>Ofori=1,2 ,..., n-l. Then, 
for 1 < i < n, the elements of the jth column of C form a nondecreasing 
sequence of numbers reading from the top of the column to the bottom. 
Similarly, the monotonicity property of the rows of C follows. The 
proof is complete. Techniques similar to the above have been used in 
PI. 
2. MATRICES OF TYPE D 
DEFINITION 2.1. The statement that A = (a,J is a matrix of type 
D of order PZ means that 
where a, > a,_, > - - * > ai. 
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Definition 2.1 is a special case of the definition of a matrix of a cou$?e 
given in [5, p. 4581. 
LE%~MA 2.1. If A is a matrix of type D of order n, the?z det(A) = 
nrzl (ai - a,_l), z&h a, = 0. 
Proof. Using a sequence of row operations to evaluate det(A), we 
first subtract row 1 from rows 2, . . . , a, then row 2 from rows 3, . . ., n, 
etc. This yields 
det(A) = det 
i 
a1 a, . . . a1 
0 a2 - a, a2 - a1 
-__-__--_---- 
0 0 4 -4-l 
= 17 (ai - a,_l), with a0 = 0. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose A is a matrix of type D of order n z&h a1 > 0. 
Then A is totally sonnegative. If a1 > 0, then A is oscillatory. 
Proof. Assume a, 2 0. If A is of order 2, then the elements of A 
are nonnegative, and det(A) = a,(a2 - al) > 0. 
Suppose that the theorem holds for matrices of order $J < n, and let 
A be a matrix of order n. Moreover, let A(i,, i,, . . . , i,jj,, j2, . . . , jk) be 
a minor of A of order k. We can assume i, < jr since 
A(& i,, . . . > i&, iz> . . . > ilz) = A(& j2, . . . ) jr/i,, i,, . . . ) &). 
Now, if i, < jr, then A(i,, i,, . . * > i,lj,, jz, . . ., jk) = 0. Suppose i, > jr. 
Then all elements of the first row of A(i,, i,, . . ., i,!j,, . . . , jk) are equal 
to ail. Subtracting the first column from columns 2,3, _ . . , k, we have 
A(& i,, . . .t &Jj,, j2> . . . , jk) = ai1 det(B,), where B, = (b& with b,, = 
am - aj,forp = i,, . . ., i,andq = i2,. . ., jk. Let B, be the principal 
submatrix of A obtained by deleting rows and columns 1, 2, . . . , jl. 
Set B = B, - aj, J = (bij), where J is a matrix of order n - jr each 
of whose elements is 1. By construction, B is a matrix of order n - jr 
which is of type D with b, >, 0. By the inductive assumption, B is totally 
nonnegative. Now B, is a submatrix of B of order k - 1, and 
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det(B,) > 0. Hence A(;,, i,, . . ., i,lj,, is,. . ., ik) > 0, and A is totally 
nonnegative. 
If a, > 0, det(A) = nr=i (ai - a,_i) > 0 by Lemma 2.1. Also, 
aij > 0 for Ii - il < 1. By Theorem A, A is an oscillatory matrix. 
THEOREM 2.2. Sup$ose A is a positive n x n matrix of type D, and 
let $ be a positive integer such that 1 < p < n. Set M(A, ~5) = (nz,J, where 
mij = A(l, . . ., p,ill, . ..,p,j) for@+ 1 <i, i<n. Then M(A,p) is a 
positive matrix of type D and therefore oscillatory. 
Proof. If p + 1 < i, i < n, then mij = {n%i (ai - ai_,)} * (aij - a,). 
Since aij > ap for i > p and j > $, then rnij > 0, and M(A, 9) is a 
positive matrix. 
Set h = n$=i (ai - ai_l). If i < j, then mij = k(aij - a,) = k(ai - u,) ; 
and, if i > j, then mij = k(aj - a,). Set m, = mi,i for p + 1 < i < PZ. 
Then m, > m”rz,_l > * *. > m,,, > 0 since k > 0 and a,, > a,_l > * . . > 
ai > 0. Thus M(A, ~3) is a matrix of type D. 
3. BOUNDS FOR DETERMINANTS OF OSCILLATORY MATRICES 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose A = (aii) is an oscillatory matrix of order n 
in monotonic form. Thea 
det(A) < fi (aii - ai_l,i_1) 
i==2 
Proof. If n = 2, then det(A) = ua2 - 1, and equality holds in the 
theorem. 
Assume that the theorem is true for matrices of order k < 12, and 
suppose A is an oscillatory matrix of order n in monotonic form. First, 
in evaluating det(A), we subtract row 1 from rows 2,. . ., n, and the 
determinant of A is equal to the determinant of the oscillatory submatrix 
A, contained in rows and columns 2,. . . , a of the transformed matrix. 
Since A is an oscillatory matrix, A(12112) = aa - 1 > 0 (see [5, p. 4521) 
and, using the monotonicity of the rows, asn - 1 2 as,+i - 1 > * . * > 
522 - 1 > 0. If, in A,, we divide column 1 by u2a - 1, column 2 by u2a - 
1 >..., column n - 1 by a2% - 1 and multiply row 2 by az2 - l/a,, - 
1 andrown - 1 by a,, - l/a,, - 1, the resulting matrix is oscillatory 
b;’ Lemma 1.2 and is expressed in monotonic form. 
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Thus we have 
det(A) = (+a - 1) fi (azi - l)(aiz - l)det(B), (2) 
i=3 
where B = (bij) with bij = (aij - l)(a,, - l)/(azj - l)(aiz - 1) for 2 < i, 
j < n,. Using the inductive assumption, we have, with (2), 
s= 3 
(3) 
For i = 3,4, . . . , s, since agi - 1 > ~a,+~ - 1 and ui2 - 1 3 CZ_~,~ - 1, 
it follows that 
(4) 
The proof follows by using inequality (4) with (3). 
The bound of the theorem is the best possible in the sense that there 
exist oscillatory matrices for which det(A) = nysz (a,, - ai_,,i_I) for 
each n. For example, if A is an oscillatory matrix of type D with a,, = 1, 
then the bound is attained by Lemma 2.1. 
THEOREM 3.2. Su$$ose A is a positive, oscillatory matrix of order n. 
Set ti = aii/aliuil for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Then det(A) < a,, nrz2 aliail. 
(ti - ti-1). 
Proof. Dividing columns 1, 2, . . ., n of A by a,,, ar2, . . . , a,,, respec- 
tively, and multiplying rows 2, 3, . . . , n by a1r/u2r, urr/~~~, . . . , ~,,/a,~, 
respectively, we obtain 
(5) 
where B = (bij) is such that bij = (~/a,~) . (ull/ail) for 1 < i, i < n. 
By Theorem 3.1, it is true that 
det(B) d fi (bii - b,_r,,_r) 
i=e 
with b,, = 1. (6) 
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But bii = aliti for i = 1, 2, . . ., n and, combining (5) and (6) and sim- 
plifying, the theorem holds. 
It is not difficult to see that Theorem 3.2 is an improvement of the 
Gantmacher-Krein bound. Moreover, this bound can be attained if A is 
a matrix of type D with arm > an_l,n_l >a *. > a,, > 0. 
The bound established in Theorem 3.2 can be used to determine 
determinantal bounds for any oscillatory matrix. 
THEORE~I 3.3. Su$$ose A is an oscillatory matrix of order n. Let 
be a partitioning of A such that, for 1 < i < t, Aii is a positive (oscillatory) 
matrix. For I < i 6 t, let R, be the bound of Theorem 3.2 corresfiondilzg 
to det(AJ. Then det(A) < nf=, Ri. 
Proof. First we note that such a partitioning of A always exists since 
aij > 0 for Ii - iI < 1. By Theorem B, it is true that det(A) < n:=i * 
det(AJ. But det(AJ < R, (1 < i < t) by Theorem 3.2, and det(A) < 
j-&i Ri. 
If the partitioning of A is nontrivial, then the bound can never be 
attained; in this case it is true that det(A) < na=i det(AJ. 
An example: If 
then det(A) = 1. 
Gantmacher-Krein 
Theorem 3.1: 
Theorem 3.2 : 
Theorem 3.3 : 
bound : 84 
4 
4 
(with partitioning indicated above) : 3 
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4. A COMPOUND MATRIX 
Consider the matrix M(A, 9) = (mij) defined in Theorem 2.2. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose A is an oscillatory matrix of order n axd p 
is a positive integer such that 1 <p < n. Then M(A, p) is a+z oscillatory 
matrix of order n - p. 
In order to prove Theorem 4.1 we need 
LEMMA 4.1. Let A = (aij) be an oscillatory matrix of order 12. Set 
B = (bij) with bij = aij - ailalj/all for i, i = 2, . . . , n. Then B is an 
oscillatory mat&x of order n - 1. 
Proof. \;17e note first that B = (l/a,,)M(A, 1). Using Sylvester’s 
identity [3, p. 1011, we have B(i,, i,, . . -, i,clj,, iZ> . . . , iA = WJ * 
{(all)k-l. A(l, ii, . . . , i,ll, jl, . . . , jk)} > 0 and B is totally nonnegative. 
Also, det(B) = det(A)/a,, > 0 since A is oscillatory. Since bij = 
A(lilli)la,, and aIl > 0, then bij > 0 for Ii - ij < 1 if and only if 
A(lillj) > 0 for Ii - iI < 1. We first show that A(lijli) > 0 for i = 
2 ). . ., n. If A has order 2, then A(12112) = det(A) > 0. Suppose the 
result holds for matrices of order k < PZ, and assume A is an oscillatory 
matrix of order n. It is immediate that A(li\li) > 0 for i = 2, . . ., n - 1 
since the principal submatrix of A taken from the first n - 1 rows and 
columns is oscillatory [5, p. 4521. If A(lnlln) = 0, then every element 
of the last row or last column of M(A, 1) is 0, and det(M(A, 1)) = 0, a 
contradiction. Hence A(lnlln) > 0, and bii > 0 for i = 2, 3,. _ ., n. 
Now suppose for some i that A(l, ill, i + 1) = 0. Then, expanding the 
determinant and simplifying, we have 
adki+l ai1 = - 
%.i+i 
But A(lijli) = all(- A(l, iii, i + l)/al,i+l) using (7), which is impossible. 
Thus A(l,ill,i+l) >0 for i=2,...,n-1 and hence bi,i+I>O. 
Similarly, we have bi+I,i > 0 for i = 2, . . . , n - 1. By Theorem A, B 
is an oscillatory matrix. 
Lemma 4.1 is analogous to a result of Fan [l, p. 441 for M-matrices. 
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We return to the proof of Theorem 4.1. Since A is oscillatory, A is 
totally nonnegative, and M(A, @) is totally nonnegative [3, p. 1011. 
Also, det[M(A,p)] = [A(l,. . .,@[l,. . .,$)]“-PP1det(A) >0 using Syl- 
vester’s identity [3, p. 1011 and [5, p. 4521. 
We now show that PVZ~,~+~ > 0 for i = $ + 1, . . ., n - 1 using induc- 
tion. Suppose A is of order 3. Then, if $ = 1, A(12113) > 0 by the 
statement following (7) in the proof of Lemma 4.1 and, if p = 2, the result 
is vacuously true. 
Assume that the result holds for matrices of order k < n, and suppose 
A is an oscillatory matrix of order n. For i = p + 1, . . . , n - 1, we have 
mti,i+l = aiiB(2, . . . , p, il2, . . . , p, i + l), as in Lemma 4.1. Since I3 is 
an oscillatory matrix of order n - 1, by Lemma 4.1, we have 
B(2,. . ., 9, i12,. . .) p, i + 1) > 0 
by the inductive assumption, and mi,i+r > 0 for i = p + 1, . . , n - 1. 
In a similar manner, we have m,+i,i > 0 for i = p + 1, . . . , vz - 1. 
It is immediate that mii > 0 for i = p + 1, . . . , a since M(i, i + 1 Ii, i + 1) 3 
0. Thus we have mij > 0 for Ii - il < 1. By the criterion of Gantmacher, 
M(A, 9) is an oscillatory matrix of order n - @. 
THEOREM 4.2. Su@$ose A is an oscillatory matrix of order ~6 and 
l<p<n. Then det(A) < {l/A(l, . . ., PII,. . ., p)}“-“p’ ny=,+., - 
A(1 ,..., $,ill I..., 9,;). 
Proof. Consider the matrix M(A, 9). We hav: 
det(A) = {l/A(l,. ..,pll,...,p)}"-"-ldet[M(A,P)l 
< {l/A(l, . . . , $11, . . . ,$)}++’ n;++l* A(L . . . , P, ill, . ., P, 4 
by (1) and Theorem 4.1. 
For fi = 1, we have the following simple bound. 
COROLLARY 4.2.1. Suppose A is an oscillatory matrix of order n. Then 
det(A) < (l/an)“-’ nrz2 A(lilli). 
The bound of Theorem 4.2 is always smaller than (1) for n >, 2. For 
example, if 
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then the Gantmacher-Krein bound is 24, but Corollary 4.2.1 yields a bound 
of 4. 
5. SUBMATRICES AND MINORS OF OSCILLATORY MATRICES 
Gantmacher and Krein have shown [5, p. 4521 
LEMMA G-K. Sz~~~ose A is an oscillatory matrix of order n. Then 
a?Ly $rincipaL submatrix taken porn p (1 < p < n) successive YOWS and 
columns of A is an oscillatory matrix. 
Fiedler and Ptak [2] have defined a class P of matrices of which the 
oscillatory matrices form a subset. Our Theorem 5.2 overlaps Theorem 
1.5 of their paper [2]. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Suppose A is a matrix of order YZ. The statement 
that A belongs to class P means that all principal minors of all orders 
are positive. 
THEOREM 5.1. If A is an oscillatory matrix of order n, then A belongs 
to class P. 
Proof. We shall use induction on the order n of A. If n = 2, the 
result is trivial, Assume that the result holds for matrices of order k < n, 
and suppose that A is an oscillatory matrix of order n. Consider the 
minor A (ii, i,, . . . , i&,, . . . , ik) of A. If i, 6 n - 1 or i, 3 2, the result 
is immediate by the inductive assumption since the principal submatrices 
of A contained in rows and columns 1, . . . , 1% - 1 and 2, . . . , n are 
oscillatory by Lemma G-K. Assume i, = 1 and i, = n. Now M(A, 1) 
is oscillatory of order n - 1 and hence belongs to class P by the inductive 
a.ssumption. Moreover, M(i,, . . . , i,(i,, . . . , ilc) = (alJnp2. A(i,, . . . , 
i&r, . . , il,) > 0, and A belongs to class P. 
COROLLARY 5.1.1. Supflose A is an n x n positive, oscillatory matrix. 
Then any principal submatrix of A is oscillatory. 
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Proof. The proof is immediate using Theorem 5.1 and Theorem A. 
Clearly the positive assumption is necessary; otherwise, either ai, or 
a,i is 0 by Lemma 1.1, and the submatrix from rows and columns 1, n is 
not oscillatory. 
THEOREIVI 5.2. Suppose the n x n matrix A belongs to class P, and 
I is the n x n identity matrix. Tlzen A + xl belofags to class P for x 3 0. 
Also det(A _t XI) is an increasing function of x for x > 0. 
Proof. For 1 < i < n, let si denote the sum of all principal minors 
of order i. Then 
det(A + xl) = X% + slx”-l + s~x~-~ + . . * + s,_~x + s,. (8) 
Since s$-~ >O(l<i<n-l)ands,>O,by(S)wehavedet(A+xl)> 
0 for x >, 0. This obviously implies that A + XI belongs to class P for 
x > 0, since the same property is retained by the principal minors of all 
orders. 
From (8), we have 
det(A + xl) > det(A) for x > 0, (9) 
and equality holds if and only if x = 0. 
Assume x1 > x2 2 0. Then x1 = x2 + h, where h > 0. Now, if A 
belongs to class P, the same holds for A + XI for x > 0. Thus from (9) 
we have det(A + x11) = det{(A + x.J) + hI} > det(A + xJ), and 
det(A + xl) is an increasing function of x for x >, 0. 
Professor Haynsworth has kindly pointed out to me that we can 
replace I in Theorem 5.2 by a diagonal matrix D, with positive diagonal 
elements. Moreover, similar results hold for class P, of [2]. 
The following corollary is well known (see, e.g., [2]), but our proof 
follows easily from Theorem 5.2. 
COROLLARY 5.2.1. Suppose A belongs to class P. Then the real char- 
acteristic roots of A aye positive. 
Proof. If A is a real characteristic root of A, then det(A - U) = 0. 
If ;1 is nonpositive, say 1 = - a with a 3 0, then det(A - AI) = 
det(A + al) > 0 by Theorem 5.2. Hence the real characteristic roots 
are always positive. 
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The following theorem is due to Roth [7]. Haynsworth has recently 
obtained many interesting results of a similar nature using a new expan- 
sion for det(A + B) [6]. 
THEOREM R. Suppose A = (a,J is an rz x n. matrix and x = (xi) 
and y = (y,) are 92 x 1 colarmn vectors. The% det(A + xy”) = det(A) + 
Crj=r (- I)i+‘xiyj det(A,,J, where Airi is the submatrix obtained from 
A by deleting YOW i and column i, and yt detiotes the transpose of y. 
THEOREM 6.3. Su@ose A = (aif) is an oscillatory matrix of order 1~ 
and S = (sij), where sij = (- l);+j for 1 < i, j < PZ. Then det(A + rS) > 
0 for Y > 0, and det(A + rS) is an increasing function of r for all values 
of Y. 
Proof. If we set xi = yi = (- l)i (1 < i < n), then xy’ = S. Hence 
det(A + rS) = det(A) + Y i xiyj( - l)i+i det(A,,J 
i,j= 1 
by Theorem R 
= det(A) + Y c det(A,,j) 
Ci 
> 0, since A is oscillatory and Y 3 0. 
Since the derivative of det(A + rS) is ci,j det(Aisj) > 0, det(A + rS) 
is an increasing function of r for all values of Y. 
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